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Adventures inspired by the best-selling PokÃ©mon video games!All your favorite PokÃ©mon game

charactersÂ jumpÂ out of the screen into the pages of this action-packed manga! Red&#39;s

PokÃ©mon training journey is full of exciting challenges... Join Red as he competes with his rival

Blue, travels through the dangerous Safari Zone, battles gym leaders for badges, and discovers the

secret of a mysterious Eevee! And watch out for Team Rocket, Red... They&#39;re hunting you!
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(Review by the 21 year-old brother of this account user)Frankly, I don't know why they haven't

decided to make an Anime based on the Manga! The story is considerably darker, the characters

have more personality to them, they stay as close to the original Video Game story as possible, and

it's far less repetitive than the Anime. I'm glad that I decided to collect the entire Manga series!

I wrote a review about PokÃ©mon Adventures, Vol. 1 and explained there some of my reasons for

liking this manga. Suffice it to say here that it's far superior to the anime -- which, granted, isn't hard

to be -- and that it's very entertaining for those of us who grew up playing the game.Some of my

favorite things about Vol. 2:1. Green. After being introduced to Red, our charismatic hero, and his

nemesis Blue in the first installment, we get to know a new important character, the anti-hero Green.

She is mischievous and very likable, and add balance to the rivalry between Red and Blue.2. Team



Rocket. I hated Jessie, James & Meowth in the animated series. A lot. Even as a kid I thought their

silliness and incompetence got real old, real fast. None of that here, though. Team Rocket is

portrayed as a serious enterprise with ranked officials, resources, facilities, etc. Red had already

faced some Team Rocket members in Vol. 1 and has to confront some others in this volume, often

in life-or-death situations. He manages it and with the help of a defector, he discovers more things

about the evil operation.3. Intensity. This manga is not afraid of upping the suspense, and it's not

only for the PokÃ©mon we fear; it's for Red's safety too. I say safety but maybe the word is survival.

His passage through the Safari Zone requires him to think outside the box to get out of a pickle, and

sometimes pure luck will save him, like when he's trying to retrieve HM03.Highly recommend it to

PokÃ©mon fans.

OMG FINISH THE STORY OR I WILL MURDER UR FACE OFF!' WHY CAN'T THE THIRD BOOK

BE AVAILABLE!(If u didn't notice that means that this book has the reader begging for more.) AND

IT INCLUDES GARY OAK!Remy Liz, Age 8

This entry really seals the deal. If you read the first one and then continued on to this one there

after. It is good, however, to keep in mind that this series is NOT based on the anime and is it's own

unique story. It is based off the games and the minds of the writers alone. The only complaint I have

seen about any entry in this series is that it "isn't like the anime". This is not about Ash... There IS no

Gary. But if you can accept it as it's own story, you'll love it :]

Got the Kindle edition of this for myself and my 5 year-old. I love how it reads "backwards" like a

genuine manga! We love these stories for bedtime. I enjoy the writing and art and there are some

hilarious sound-effects. Fun stuff - will keep reading the series.

This book is definately another series, with a different set of Pokemon for Ash (though Pikachu

behaves in the familiar method from the cartoon, shocking everything in sight). This book covers

Ash's attempts to gain the boulder badge and collect more Pokemon. It's fairly well-written, with

good artwork, and a great story line with the Pokemon reacting and being as interesting as the

characters, and I don't just mean Pikachu.

Red and Blue meet Green, who complicates their life by interfering with their training and scamming

them. Red conquers the Safari Zone and switches Pokedexes with Blue, providing nice



entertainment.

In this issue of Pokemon Adventures, Red arrives in Pewter City, only to find a Pikachu who's

stirring up quite a bit of trouble. Luckily, by using his Bulbasaur, Red captures the Pikachu.

Soonafter he runs into Gary, who challenges him to a contest to see who can defeat Brock, the

Pewter City Gym Leader, first. And we also get to see the first appearance of everyone's favorite(or

hated, your choice) feisty red-head, Misty! Red comes to the rescue as Misty is being attacked by

an out-of-control Gyarados, and soon they band together on their journey. The Pokemon

Adventures manga is based heavily on the Pokemon RPG videogame, so there's alot of similarities

here. You should buy this if you're a fan of the game, or Pokemon in general.
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